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白噪声的影响。该算法将系统的检测极限提升了 1 个数量级为 50ppm。 






测结果表明该系统对 FBG 波长变化的检测灵敏度可提高到 1.5fm。平均周期图法
特别适合噪声环境恶劣、被测信号以一定频率持续存在的工程应用领域，对实际
环境下微小振动的识别与检测具有较大的意义。 
















































  The weak and high-frequency optical fiber sensor signal detection is a research 
hot spot. The optical fiber sensor signal is affect by some external disturbance such as 
temperature or vibration. The weak sensor signal is always drown in the background 
noise. The improvemence of the fiber sensor structure or some denoise signal 
processings in time domain can enhance the accuracy of the fiber sensor system. A 
low-noise photoelectric circuit or an interferometer can be introduced in the sensing 
system, but these equipments could increase the cost of the sensing system, and an 
interferometer would also reduce the system anti-interference ability. The denoise 
signal processing  in time domain such as wavelet transform, neural networks and 
correlation detection algorithms are complexity and time-consumed, which are not 
meet the real-time monitor requirememt. In this paper the spectral analysis technology 
is used to improve the accuracy and stability of the optical fiber sensing system such 
as fiber gas sensor based on Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) 
system, highly sensitive FBG vibration sensor system, ultrasound hydrophone system 
and the FBG array dynamic strain measurement interrogation system. By studying the 
statistical characteristics of the sensing signal and the noise in the power spectrum, the 
results show that the accuracy are improved by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude by the 
application of spectral analysis technique, especially the performance of sensor as 
stability and linear are enhanced by the noise correction technique. The major results 
of this thesis are summarized as follows. 
1. An algorithm for C2H2 continuous monitoring based on DOAS technique is 
proposed. Some factors such as the background noise and the spectrum shift produce 
significant error in DOAS technique. In this Absorption Spectroscopy Frequency 
Domain (ASFD) algorithm, the gas concentration can be accurately retrieved by 
focusing on the gas absorption spectrum analysis from frequency domain perspective. 
Two major improvements are presented in this algorithm. First, the 1/f noise and the 
interaction noise which account for background noise can be neglected. Second, the 















loss of accuracy. The improved algorithm Window-ASFDA has the highest accuracy 
with the maximum retrieve deviation in 100 ppm sample-as low as 10.6%. Without 
the pre-process of spectra calibration and de-noising, the algorithm is fast in 
computing and has a capability of real-time spectrum analysis with high- accuracy.   
2. We presented an improved algorithm designed specifically for weak C2H2 
detection. The weak concentration can be accurately calculated by focusing the 
absorption spectrum from the frequency domain perspective. Not only some 
time-consumed spectral preprocessing spectrum calibration as which is required in 
DOAS technique can be reduced in this algorithm, but also the influence of the noise 
on the minimum detectable was greatly improved by the spectrum average method. 
With the example gas of C2H2, experimental results showed that the algorithm have 
the detection limit of 50 ppm at a light path length of 0.2 m. 
3. FBG sensor can be adopted to monitor the micro-vibration in harsh 
environment. The micro-vibration cannot be detected from FBG sensor signal. The 
Averaged Periodogram Method is used to improve the sensitive. It divide the signal 
into N segments，Fast Friour transform (FFT)) is performed on each data segments, 
then averaging the N power spectrum to get the new power evaluation. The primary 
results showed 15.6 dB SNR is improved in frequency domain after the treatment 
with Averaged Periodogram Method and the FBG detection sensitivity is up to 1.5*fm. 
This high-accuracy sensor can be used in sustained vibration detection in structural 
health monitoring. It is important to increase the detection accuracy of the 
micro-vibration. 
4. A highly-sensitive ultrasonic hydrophone based on pi-phase-shifted fiber Bragg 
grating (PS-FBG) has been proposed and experimentally demonstrated. This optical 
hydrophone exploits FBG-intensity modulation principle of operation, and the signal 
processing techniques such as spectral analysis technology is used in this paper to 
improve the performances. The noise floor correction technology can keep long-term 
stability with the overall deviations less than 3% in the weak acoustic signal detection. 
This hydrophone contributes many desirable features including low-cost design, 
extremely high-sensitivity, widely frequency response range. 
5. We present an approach that allows for Multiplexing interrogation the high- 
frequency strain measurement of FBG sensors array. The multiplexing demodulator, a 















FBG array less then 2nm/s, the dynamic strain signal up to tens of thousands Hz of 
each FBG sensor in array can be demodulated, respectively. Compared to the existing 
multiplexed FBG array interrogation techniques which required complexity structure 
or complicated algorithm, this design combines some desirable qualities including 
simple structures, concise algorithm and long term reliability. Some detail information 
of the FBGs vibration is confirmed by micro-Doppler effect in interrogation.  
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